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Abstract This paper reports stick–slip behaviors of In-

dian gabbro as studied using a new large-scale biaxial

friction apparatus, built in the National Research Institute

for Earth Science and Disaster Prevention (NIED), Tsu-

kuba, Japan. The apparatus consists of the existing shaking

table as the shear-loading device up to 3,600 kN, the main

frame for holding two large rectangular prismatic speci-

mens with a sliding area of 0.75 m2 and for applying

normal stresses rn up to 1.33 MPa, and a reaction force

unit holding the stationary specimen to the ground. The

shaking table can produce loading rates v up to 1.0 m/s,

accelerations up to 9.4 m/s2, and displacements d up to

0.44 m, using four servocontrolled actuators. We report

results from eight preliminary experiments conducted with

room humidity on the same gabbro specimens at

v = 0.1–100 mm/s and rn = 0.66–1.33 MPa, and with

d of about 0.39 m. The peak and steady-state friction co-

efficients were about 0.8 and 0.6, respectively, consistent

with the Byerlee friction. The axial force drop or shear

stress drop during an abrupt slip is linearly proportional to

the amount of displacement, and the slope of this rela-

tionship determines the stiffness of the apparatus as

1.15 9 108 N/m or 153 MPa/m for the specimens we used.

This low stiffness makes fault motion very unstable and the

overshooting of shear stress to a negative value was rec-

ognized in some violent stick–slip events. An abrupt slip

occurred in a constant rise time of 16–18 ms despite wide

variation of the stress drop, and an average velocity during

an abrupt slip is linearly proportional to the stress drop.

The use of a large-scale shaking table has a great potential

in increasing the slip rate and total displacement in biaxial

friction experiments with large specimens.

Keywords Stick–slip in gabbro � Biaxial friction

apparatus � Shaking table � Friction experiment � Fault

mechanics

1 Introduction

Biaxial friction apparatuses have been widely used in ex-

perimental studies on rock friction since more than

30 years. Two biaxial apparatuses with three-block speci-

mens built by Dieterich lead to the establishment of rate-

and-state frictional constitutive law which has brought

about revolution in our understanding of friction and in

modeling earthquake generation (Dieterich 1972, 1978,

1979, 1981a; Ruina 1983; Tse and Rice 1986; great many

papers thereafter). Biaxial friction apparatuses with similar

specimen assemblies have been used in the studies of rock

friction by Ohnaka (1973, 1978), Marone and Kilgore

(1993), Kawamoto and Shimamoto (1998), and Noda and

Shimamoto (2009, 2010). The biaxial friction apparatus

built by Marone, now at Pennsylvania State University, is
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one of the most widely used apparatuses in the world at

present (Marone 1998: Niemeijer et al. 2010; papers quoted

therein). Ohnaka et al. (1987) used a two-block biaxial

friction apparatus with a fault plane oriented at an angle to

the loading axis, conducted very detailed experiments on

dynamic rupture propagation, and established his consti-

tutive law (see Ohnaka 2013). A large-scale biaxial appa-

ratus was built at the USGS Menlo Park and has been used

for studying rupture propagation (Dieterich 1981b; Lock-

ner and Okubo 1983; Okubo and Dieterich 1984; Beeler

et al. 2012). Xia et al. (2004) and Nielsen et al. (2010)

conducted very detailed studies on dynamic rupture

propagation with biaxial assemblies using transparent

plastic plates with inclined faults. A biaxial friction appa-

ratus at the Institute of Geology, China Earthquake Ad-

ministration has been used for studying the effects of fault

geometry on stick–slip behaviors (Ma and Ma 2003).

Those biaxial apparatuses have merits of high accuracy

(no seals and no jackets are used in most cases), simplicity

and easy access to the specimens for measurements, and

utilization of specimens that are large enough to observe

dynamic rupture propagation. However, they share a de-

merit of slow speed and limited displacement. Rotary-shear

high-velocity friction experiments have been conducted in

the last two decades and revealed dramatic weakening of

faults as the slip rate approaches to a seismic slip rate on

the order of 1 m/s (e.g., Di Toro et al. 2011; Ma et al. 2014;

papers quoted therein). However, specimens used in rotary-

shear friction apparatuses are thought to be too small to

observe dynamic rupture propagation.

Thus, National Research Institute for Earth Science and

Disaster Prevention (NIED) has started a project to develop

a large-scale biaxial friction apparatus that is capable of

producing high slip rates and larger displacements than

previous biaxial apparatuses, using two blocks of large

specimens (Fukuyama et al. 2012, 2014). The main pur-

pose of building the apparatus was to study (1) the scale

effect of simulated faults on their frictional properties and

(2) rupture propagation during stick–slip events (a labora-

tory analog of earthquakes). A crucial part is the use of the

Large Scale Earthquake Simulator (the existing shaking

table) at NIED as the loading device that allows for the

loading rates to up 1 m/s and displacements up to about

0.4 m (Minowa et al. 1989). The shaking table has been

used extensively for testing the responses of houses and

various structures to seismic ground motion. We designed

and built a main frame for friction experiments that can be

attached to the shaking table and a reaction base and a

reaction bar to hold the stationary specimen to the rigid

ground. The detailed design of the apparatus is reported in

Fukuyama et al. (2014). Our paper reports a brief outline of

the apparatus, results from eight preliminary friction ex-

periments conducted on a pair of gabbro specimens, and

stiffness properties of the apparatus determined from stick–

slip events. We then discuss the advantages of using this

apparatus and some improvements needed in conducting

friction experiments.

2 Large-biaxial friction apparatus

Fukuyama et al. (2014) report the details of the large-scale

biaxial friction apparatus, including its design diagrams

and close-up photographs of main elements. The apparatus

consists of the main frame for applying normal stress to the

specimens and conducting friction experiments (1; num-

bers in Fig. 1b, c refer to elements of the apparatus here-

after), a reaction force bar (2), and a reaction force base (3).

The reaction force bar is fixed to the reaction force base

with a space-adjusting device called turnbuckle (4) and a

swivel (5). The main frame and the reaction force base are

fixed to the shaking table (6) and to the ground with bolts,

respectively. The upper specimen of

1.5 m 9 0.5 m 9 0.5 m in size (7) and lower specimen of

2 m 9 0.5 m 9 0.5 m in size (8) are placed in the center

of the main frame (Fig. 1c). The lower specimen moves

with the main frame as the shaking table is pushed leftward

for loading with four servoactuators, whereas the upper

specimen is connected with a reaction force bar to the re-

action force base that is fixed to the ground, so that the

upper specimen acts as a stationary block during friction

experiments.

Normal force is applied with three hydraulic actuators (9

in Fig. 1c) with 1,000 kN in total in the loading capability,

attached to a set of linear rails with ball bush (10). The

actuators can move freely on the rails with the upper spe-

cimen, allowing for uniform application of the normal load

to the specimens. Normal forces on each hydraulic actuator

are measured with strain-gauge-based normal force gauges

(9) with accuracy less than 0.5 % of the full scale. The total

axial force (up to 1,000 kN) is calculated by adding up the

measured forces by the three actuators. The area of sliding

surface is 0.75 m2, and a normal stress up to 1.3 MPa can

be applied with the main frame. We used three gas accu-

mulators (11), which act as buffer to keep axial forces

nearly constant without using a servocontrolled system

during friction experiments. However, a normal force

fluctuates typically by about several percentages during

stick–slip events.

Shear force is measured using a strain-gauge-based

compression/tension-type force gauge (12) with an accu-

racy less than 0.05 % of its full scale (1,200 kN). The

shear-force gauge is bolted to the reaction bar, and they are

tied with swivel (13) to the upper specimen. Swivels at 5

and 13 accommodate flexible vertical and horizontal tilting

motions of the reaction force bar, respectively, thereby
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absorbing the misalignment of the loading column. The

lower specimen with end iron plates is fixed to the lower

side of the main frame by tightening the specimen-fixing

screws on both sides (14) and is in frictional contact with a

base plate (15). Displacement between the two iron plates,

attached to the left ends of both specimens, was measured

Fig. 1 A large-scale biaxial friction apparatus at the National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Prevention, built by Tomoe

Research & Development Co. Ltd, Tokyo, Japan. a A schematic diagram of the machine with the upper and lower rectangular prismatic

specimens of 1.5 and 2.0 m in length, respectively (both width and thickness are 0.5 m). b A photograph of the entire apparatus and shaking table

to which the main part of the apparatus is fixed. c A photograph showing the specimens that are set in a loading frame for applying normal stress

with three hydraulic jacks. The upper specimen is connected to the ground by a reaction force bar (stationary side), and the lower specimen is

fixed to the shaking table which acts as a loading device. Numbers in b, c denote elements in the apparatus as explained in the text
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during friction experiments using a laser-displacement

transducer (16: Keyence, Co. Ltd., LK-500), with the

maximum stroke of 500 mm and an accuracy of 50 lm.

This and two other laser-displacement transducers (Key-

ence, Co. Ltd., LK-150 with the maximum stroke of

150 mm) were attached to a rigid plate bolted to the iron

end-plate that is fixed to the left end of the lower specimen

(the lower-left side of Fig. 2a). A target bar is fixed to the

iron plate at the left end of the upper specimen using the

same bolts as those in the lower-middle part of Fig. 2a.

Transducers XLD and YLD measure distances along white

arrows marked with X and Y along the X (parallel to the

fault slip) and Y (parallel to fault and normal to fault slip)

directions, respectively (Fig. 2a), whereas the distance

between the transducer and the target in the Z (fault-nor-

mal) direction is measured using a transducer ZLD along a

white arrow with Z (Fig. 2b).

We use the Large Scale Earthquake Simulator of NIED,

Tsukuba on which a large biaxial apparatus is placed (17 in

Fig. 3a), as the loading device. This simulator was built by

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. and was installed in 1970

at the National Research Center for Disaster Prevention

(NRCDP), the former organization of NIED (National Re-

search Center for Disaster Prevention 1983). It was used

extensively in earthquake resistance tests on wooden houses,

oil tanks, and various structures, and was renovated in the

late 1980s to extend the servocontrol and stroke capabilities

(Minowa et al. 1989). The shaking table of 14.5 m 9 15 m

in horizontal sizes (6 in Fig. 3a) is driven with four servo-

controlled hydraulic actuators (18 in Fig. 3a) which can

produce a horizontal force up to 3,600 kN in total, a

horizontal velocity up to 1.0 m/s, and an acceleration up to

9.4 m/s2. Two actuators are set on both sides of the shaking

table, and a leftward motion for loading in our experiments is

produced by compressive push with the actuators on the right

and by tensile pull with the actuators on the left. The shaking

table of about 1.8 9 105 kg in weight is supported by 12

hydraulic holding columns with flowing oil film (19) which

reduces friction coefficient between the shaking table and the

holding columns down to the order of 10-5. Rotary motion of

the shaking table is prevented by using rod bearings around

the table as confirmed by Yamashita et al. (2011). The

shaking table, actuators, and hydraulic holding columns are

set in a very rigid concrete foundation (20, 21), reinforced

with iron steels and protected with sheet pile (22). The whole

system is built in Quaternary sediments (23).

Figure 3b exhibits a simplified constitution of our ex-

perimental system using springs, masses (heavy parts only),

and frictional interface between specimens. Stiffness is defined

here as a ratio of a force exerted to an elastic object to a change

in its length (e.g., Jaeger and Cook 1979; Ohnaka 1973, 1978;

Shimamoto et al. 1980). The stiffness can be defined in terms of

the shear stress on the specimen, but this stiffness depends on

specimen size (we also give this value in parenthesis using a

fault area of 0.75 m2 at selected places). The stiffness of the

reinforced concrete foundation is estimated to be about

2 9 1010 N/m (National Research Center for Disaster

Prevention 1983). This is about two orders of magnitude

greater than that of our experimental system as shown later, and

we consider the foundation as a rigid reference frame. The

upper specimen of 1.2 9 103 kg in mass (M1, gabbro specimen

used in our experiments) is fixed to the foundation with spring

with an effective stiffness km1 that consists of machine elements

2–5, 12, and 13 connected in series (Fig. 1b, c). The loading

system is idealized as a spring with effective stiffness kst and

shaking table with a huge mass Mst of about 1.8 9 105 kg. The

stiffness kst is determined mainly by fluid compressibility of the

oil in horizontal hydraulic actuators, loading columns, and side

walls of the shaking table. The lower specimen of 1.6 9 103 kg

in mass (m2, gabbro specimen used in our experiments) is fixed

Fig. 2 Laser-displacement transducers to measure displacements in

X (parallel to fault slip), Y (fault-parallel and normal to fault slip), and

Z (fault-normal) directions. a Laser-displacement transducers XLD

and YLD for measuring displacements in X and Y directions along

arrowed lines, respectively. b Laser-displacement transducer ZLD to

measure displacement in Z direction along an arrowed line (XLD and

YLD are also shown in the photograph). 7 and 14 denote the lower

specimen and the specimen fixing screw on the other side of that

shown in the previous figure, respectively
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to the bottom of the main frame, and we denote stiffness of this

portion as km2, which is determined mainly by the bending

stiffness of the main frame (stiffness of the specimen-fixing

screws affect km2 slightly). The lower specimen is in frictional

contact with the bottom plate of the main frame under a normal

load applied to the specimen, and the behavior of the lower

specimen must be complex due to this friction and bending

deformation of the main frame. For simple static analysis in the

next section, we consider that km2 is an effective stiffness re-

lating shear force acting in the system and the displacement of

the left end of the lower specimen where displacement is

measured, without going into the complexity of the real be-

haviors. The shear force is measured within the reaction force

unit, very close to the upper specimen (location FG in Fig. 3b).

For displacement measurement, we take the position on

the foundation where the reaction force base is fixed as a

reference point with zero displacement (filled circle on the

upper left side of Fig. 3b). We denote displacements of the

left ends of the upper and lower specimens by d1 and d2,

respectively (Fig. 3b). All displacements are taken positive

leftward. Difference in displacements between the left ends

of the specimens d is measured in our experiments

(d = d2 - d1). Displacement d is zero before the onset of

sliding of the specimens (i.e., d1 = d2). Suppose that an

abrupt slip occurs with a force drop DF, the spring with a

stiffness km1 elongates by DF/km1; i.e., Dd1 = -DF/km1,

whereas springs with stiffness of kst and km2 shorten by

DF(1/kst ? 1/km2). Thus, a change in displacement Dd is

given by

Dd ¼ Dd2�Dd1 ¼ DF 1=kst þ 1=km1 þ 1=km2ð Þ ¼ DF=k

ð1Þ

where k is an effective stiffness of the system:

Fig. 3 a A schematic diagram showing the structures of the shaking table and the large biaxial friction apparatus. Reinforced concrete is used as

the basement of the shaking table. b A schematic diagram showing machine elements (springs) and specimens. km1, km2, and kst are the stiffness

values of the reaction force unit, specimen-holding part of the main frame, and shaking table, respectively. Displacement was measured at the

end of the specimens which correspond to the (d2 - d1). Numbers in a denote machine elements and foundation (see text). Sheet pile (22) and

added concrete mass (23) were installed for the reinforcement of the foundation during the renovation of the shaking table in 1989
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1=k ¼ 1=kst þ 1=km1 þ 1=km2 ð2Þ

3 Frictional behavior of gabbro

Figure 4 shows results from seven friction experiments that

were conducted on a pair of Indian gabbro specimens at

loading rates v of 1.0–100 mm/s, at normal stresses rn of

0.66–1.32 MPa and with displacements to around 0.39 m.

Rectangular prismatic specimens were manufactured by

Sekistone Co. Ltd., Gifu Prefecture, Japan, and the upper

and lower sliding surfaces of 1.5 m 9 0.5 m and

2.0 m 9 0.5 m in area, respectively, were ground with

RMS (root mean squares) surface roughness less than

18 lm (Japan Industrial Standard, JIS B 7513 level 1).

Indian gabbro consists mainly of clinopyroxene (37 %),

plagioclase (33 %), hornblende (11 %), hematite (5 %),

biotite (4 %), and a few accessary minerals (Hirose and

Shimamoto 2005; Table 1). After each experiment, speci-

mens were removed from the main frame, the generated

gouges were collected from the sliding surfaces for ob-

servation and analysis (to be reported elsewhere), and the

specimens were reset for the next experiment.

Shear force, normal loads, and displacements were

recorded digitally with 1 MHz sampling frequency, but this

paper is not focused on high-frequency processes such as

rupture and seismic-wave propagations. We thus averaged

1,024 data successively to make a dataset corresponding to

0.9766 kHz sampling frequency for the analysis of fric-

tional behaviors in this study. Figure 4a–c exhibits (shear

stress)/(normal stress) s/rn versus displacement d curves

for experiments conducted at loading rates v of 1.0, 10, and

100 mm/s, respectively, with the increasing run numbers

indicating the order of experiments (LB01 in the run

numbers indicate the first set of specimens and the fol-

lowing three digits show run numbers). Fukuyama et al.

(2014) reported a table listing more than 100 runs with

experimental conditions conducted using the present ap-

paratus, including early experiments reported in this paper.

The loading rates we report are average displacement rates

as determined from the final displacement and the duration

of a test. The shear stress s normalized with respect to the

normal stress rn on the simulated fault gives friction co-

efficient l when a fault is undergoing stable sliding, so that

s/rn has been described as friction coefficient in many

studies in the literature in rock mechanics. However, it

should be kept in mind that the shear stress does not di-

rectly indicate the actual shear stress acting on the sliding

surface during an abrupt slip in stick–slip, because dynamic

forces to accelerate or decelerate the upper specimen block

and the reaction force unit are included in the measured

shear force. Stick–slip occurred in all of our experiments

(Fig. 4), and we will call s/rn ‘‘shear stress/normal stress’’

or ‘‘normalized shear stress’’ in this paper to avoid

confusion.

Violent stick–slip events occurred in all cases except for

the early part of the first run (LB01-014, v = 1.0 mm/s,

rn = 0.67 MPa; the stick–slip amplitude increased from

Fig. 4 Shear stress/normal stress s/rn versus displacement d curves

for tests conducted at loading rates of a 1.0 mm/s, b 10 mm/s, and

c 100 mm/s. Normal stresses are given in parentheses after run

numbers in each diagram. Large changes in friction coefficients are

due to stick–slip that occurred throughout experiments
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small to moderate values with the increasing displace-

ment). The shear stress/normal stress at the onset of abrupt

slip gives friction coefficient, and the maximum friction

coefficient during frictional sliding, often called ‘‘frictional

strength,’’ is 0.8–0.9 for the seven runs in Fig. 4, about the

same values as those of typical rocks (Byerlee 1978).

However, the peak friction coefficient lp at the onset of

abrupt slip decreased with the increasing displacement and

stayed about the same at around 0.6 (Fig. 4a–c). Excep-

tions to this were a run LB01-014 where lp decreased to

around 0.75 (red curve in Fig. 4a), and LB01-15 in which

lp decreased down to about 0.6 at a displacement d of

about 0.2 m and then increased to about 0.69 at

d = 0.39 m (green curve in Fig. 4a). Overshooting of shear

stress to negative values occurred during some stick–slip

events at loading rates of 10 and 100 mm/s (Fig. 4b, c; the

origin of the vertical axis is not zero in the figures).

Figure 5 exhibits photographs of the sliding surface of the

lower specimen after three selected experiments. After a run

LB01-014 (the first friction experiment on the specimens),

the sliding surface is characterized by a smooth sliding sur-

face with a very thin generated gouge and by the formation of

18 wear grooves with generated gouge powders (Fig. 5a).

The lengths of the grooves range from 42 to 342 mm with an

average of 250 ± 67 mm (the error being one standard de-

viation). The maximum length of the groove is less than the

displacement of this run (387 mm), and the minimum length

is greater than the amount of abrupt slip during stick–slip

(typically several millimeters as we see later). Thus, the

grooves formed during multiple stick–slip events. The wear

grooves increase in number, and the overlapped grooves

make the grooves longer and wider with the increasing

number of experiments (see changes from Fig. 5a–c).

Fukuyama et al. (2014) report that almost the entire sliding

surface is covered with grooves and generated gouge after

more than one hundred friction experiments on the same set

of specimens (see a photograph in Fig. 16b of their paper).

We now look at abrupt slip portions of stick–slip events

closely, using three representative examples at loading

rates of 1.0, 10, and 100 in the left diagrams of Fig. 6

which exhibit shear stress–time records (solid curves) and

displacement–time records (dashed curves). The shear

stress–time records are slightly smoother than the dis-

placement–time records as can be seen in the figures be-

cause the shear stress represents a force in the stationary

column (spring km1 in Fig. 3b) that is separated from the

shaking table by frictional interface. On the other hand, the

displacement d is the relative motion between the two

specimen blocks and is affected directly by the movements

of the specimens on both sides. We thus define the onset

and stop of a slip event as points of the maximum and the

minimum shear stress, respectively (points A and B in

Fig. 6a). The corresponding points are shown as A’ and B’

on displacement–time record in Fig. 6a and on velocity–

time record in Fig. 6b. The velocity oscillates with time,

but overall it tends to increase to its maximum at point C in

Fig. 6b and decreases toward the point B’ where the shear

stress is at its minimum. The corresponding points C’ in

Fig. 6a nearly coincide with the inflection points on shear

stress–time and displacement–time records in Fig. 6a.

Likewise, the onset and stop of slip events and the max-

imum velocity are identified as points D, E, and F, and G,

H and I, respectively, in the remaining figures in Fig. 6

(primed symbols denote corresponding points).

Table 1 Stiffness ki and mass mi of part no

No. Parts ki (GN/m) ki (GN/m) mi (kg) (mi/3)(km1/ki)
2 (kg) mi(km1/ki-1)(km1/ki) (kg)

1 Reaction force base 2.14 2.14 600 1.1 0

2 Reaction force connector 0.88 0.624 320 3.47 6.03

3 Swivel 9.18 0.584 218 0.02 15.1

4 Turnbuckle 3.75 0.505 58 0.04 4.95

5 Reaction force bar 0.26 0.172 405 50.2 117.3

6 Shear force gauge 3.88 0.164 90 0.05 80.7

7 Swivel 4.51 0.159 218 0.09 210

8 Upper specimen ? 0.159 1,200 0 1,200

Total effective mass Meff = 1,689 kg 55 (total) 1,634 (total)

i constituting the stationary side of the NIED friction apparatus. ki is a composite stiffness of parts 1 to i, and the sixth and the seventh columns

give effective masses for dynamic deformation and for rigid-body transformation of each part, respectively. Reported masses in the design

diagrams by the manufacturers are given in the table. The stiffness values ki used here were determined from the slope of the force displacement

records by Fukuyama et al. (2014, Fig. 11)

Composite stiffness of the stationary side: km1 = 0.159 GN/m

Effective stiffness ki of parts 1 to i is given by: 1/ki = (1/k1 ?��� ? 1/ki)

Rise time = p (Meff/km1)1/2 = 0.0102 s = 10.2 ms
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The stick portions of stick–slip behavior can be seen in

shear force or shear stress versus displacement curves in

three representative examples of two stick–slip events in

Fig. 7 (run number and experimental conditions are given

in each diagram). In the first example in Fig. 7a, the pre-

vious abrupt slip ended at position J which was identified

conventionally as a point of minimum shear stress on a

shear stress–time curve. Then a shear force (or shear stress)

increased during the stick-period to L where an abrupt slip

occurred to M, and another stick–slip event followed. The

time durations for the loading portion (J–L) and for the slip

portion (L–M) are 2,178 and 24 ms, respectively (see du-

rations of time for J–K, K–L, and L–M at the bottom of

Fig. 7a). The oscillation was initially irregular (J–K) for

62 ms, but it changed to regular decaying oscillations from

K to a point slightly before point L. In an example at a

faster slip rate of 10 mm/s (Fig. 7b), a slip event ended at

N followed by loading with irregular oscillations from N to

O in 108 ms, then with regular oscillations from O to P in

260 ms, and the next slip event occurred from P to Q in

17 ms. At even faster slip rate of 100 mm/s (Fig. 7c), the

duration for loading was 52 ms, much shorter than the

loading periods for the previous examples, and very ir-

regular oscillations occurred prior to an abrupt slip from

S to T in 17 ms.

We now examine the behavior during the stick-portion

more closely, using the behavior from J to L in Fig. 7a as

an example. The shear force or shear stress dropped down

to a level of J, slightly recovered to a level of K fairly

quickly in about 62 ms, and gradually built up to a level

of L where the next event initiated (Fig. 8a). A close-up

of the J–K portion is shown in Fig. 8b which reveals very

small oscillations overlapped on the axial force or shear

stress versus time record. The displacement in the X di-

rection fluctuated by as much as 0.8 mm near point J, but

it decayed fairly rapidly from J to K, and then gradually

from K to L (Fig. 8c). The next abrupt slip occurred at L,

and the displacement went out of scale in the figure.

Fig. 5 Photographs of the sliding surfaces of the lower specimen with wear grooves a after a run LB01-014 conducted at a normal stress rn of

0.67 MPa and a loading rate v of 1.0 mm/s, b after LB01-016 at rn = 0.67 MPa and v = 10 mm/s, and c after LB01-020 at rn = 0.66 MPa and

v = 100 mm/s. c was merged from two photographs using the Photoshop CS3. An arrow at the bottom indicates the movement direction of the

facing block (upper specimen). The specimen is 2.0 m long and 0.5 m wide (a ruler in a is 175 mm long)
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Displacement in the Y direction fluctuated by about

0.7 mm initially, but it decayed monotonically toward the

next event, and a similar oscillation occurred again at

about the same displacement (Fig. 8e). The oscillation in

the Z direction was similar to that in the Y direction,

except that the amplitude of oscillation increased for

about 0.25 s and then decayed monotonically in the Z di-

rection (Fig. 8g). FFT analysis with the Octave software

revealed sharp peaks at 41.5 Hz for displacements in the

X and Y directions and at 54.4 Hz for that in the

Z direction (Fig. 8d, f, h). Close-ups of the displacement–

time records reveal that the oscillations in the Y and

Z directions are simple with sharp characteristic fre-

quencies (Figs. 9b, c, 8f, h). On the other hand, the

oscillation in the X direction (slip direction) is more

complex (Fig. 9a), and its frequencies seem to be variable

except for the sharp peak at 41.5 Hz (Fig. 8d). We argue

later that those oscillations are caused primarily by the

oscillation of the target bar of the displacement trans-

ducers, rather than the fault slip.

Fig. 6 Displacement–time (dashed curves) and shear stress–time (solid curves) records (left figures), and velocity–time records (right figures). a,

b a run LB01-015 (loading rate v = 1.1 mm/s, normal stress rn = 1.31 MPa), c, d LB01-019 (v = 10 mm/s, rn = 1.32 MPa), e, f LB01-021

(v = 100 mm/s, rn = 1.31 MPa). The displacement at the onset of slip event is 346.2, 260.8, 200.4, and 20.13 mm for (a), (c) and (e),

respectively, and the locations of those events in Fig. 3 can be identified from the run number and those displacements
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4 Stiffness of the apparatus

We identified the onset and stop of slip from seven ex-

periments from the shear stress–time records automatically

using the Matlab software (e.g., L–M, P–Q, and S–T in

Fig. 7a–c), and determined the shear force drop DF or

shear stress drop Ds and the displacement Dd during the

events. The original experimental data were filtered to cut

high-frequency noises and to search for approximate lo-

cations of the onset and stop of an abrupt slip, and the

initiation and stop positions of the event were determined

as the points of the maximum and minimum shear stresses

on the original records. Plotted results in Fig. 10a indicate

that DF or Ds is linearly proportional to Dd during 1,669

stick–slip events. For loading rates of 1.0 and 10 mm/s, a

linear relationship between DF and Dd almost goes through

the origin with a very small intercept of the best-fit curve

(6.67 9 103 ± 5.67 9 102) N. This error is a standard

error evaluated by the diagonal component of the covari-

ance matrix during the least squares fitting with the

Kaleidagraph software and is smaller than the range of

DF by about two orders of magnitude (errors below are

also standard errors during the fitting). The slope of the

best-fit line gives a stiffness of the system k of

(1.15 ± 0.004) 9 108 N/m. For our specimens with a

sliding area of 0.75 m2, the stiffness k can also be ex-

pressed as (153 ± 0.5) MPa/m. Fukuyama et al. (2014)

measured the stiffness of the upper part km1 as

1.59 9 108 N/m during static loading (see Table 4 of their

paper). Then the stiffness of the lower part is

4.16 9 108 N/m which cannot be split into kst and km2 with

our data at present. We argue later, however, that the

movement of the shaking table is delayed, and this stiffness

is likely to be close to the value of km2.

Stick–slip data with very large stress drops should be

handled with care in determining the stiffness from data on

DF and Dd. A calibration record of the stiffness in Fig. 10c

of Fukuyama et al. (2014) clearly indicates that the ap-

parent stiffness is very low when a shear force is less than

20–30 kN possibly due to the clearances of about 0.4 mm

in total between the shear force gauge and its neighboring

parts. In other words, a displacement up to this amount can

take place when a shear stress drops below this level, and

the datum points with such large force drops are spread to

larger displacements than the linear relationship between

DF and Dd shown in Fig. 10a. Thus, we did not plot stick–

slip data for which a shear stress dropped below 32 kN in

Fig. 10a to determine the stiffness well within the com-

pressive regime and to avoid the complexity arising from

loose junctions of the machine elements. In particular, a

shear stress experienced overshooting to reach negative

values in many stick–slip events at a slip rate of 100 mm/s

(Fig. 4c), and only 27 datum points are plotted for a slip

rate of 100 mm/s (open and filled circles in Fig. 10a). An

interesting result is that DF–Dd relationship for a loading

rate of 100 mm/s has a slope of (1.05 ± 0.04) 9 108 N/m,

similar to that at low slip rates, but it has an intercept of

-(9.72 ± 1.78) 9 104 N on the vertical axis. This corre-

sponds to an intercept of 0.93 mm on the horizontal axis

Fig. 7 Three examples of stick–slip events during friction ex-

periments. Shear load F (left vertical axis) or shear stress s (right

vertical axis) is plotted against displacement d for a representative

stick–slip event a in a run LB01-015 (loading rate v = 1.0 mm/s,

normal stress rn = 1.31 MPa), b in LB01-019 (v = 10 mm/s,

rn = 1.32 MPa), and c in LB01-021 (v = 100 mm/s,

rn = 1.31 MPa). Approximate locations of those events in the

records of Fig. 4 can be searched from run number and displacements

on the horizontal axes of this figure
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Fig. 8 a Force or shear stress versus time curve, and b a close up of the curve for the stress drop portion (see J and K for the references).

Displacement–time records in c X (slip-parallel), e Y (fault-parallel and slip-normal) and g Z (fault-normal) directions during a stick-period in a run

LB01-015, corresponding J–L in Fig. 7a. d, f, h Result from fast-Fourier transform (FFT) analysis corresponding to the records on the left side. See

Fig. 2 for the arrangement of displacement transducers
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(Fig. 10a). Equations (1) and (2) are derived under an as-

sumption that the load-point displacement does not change

during an abrupt slip. However, this assumption does not

hold for fast loading experiments. A displacement of

0.93 mm is likely to be an additional displacement due to

the loading during the slip portions of stick–slip events.

On the other hand, rise time tr of stick–slip or duration

of abrupt slip for the events ranges from 4 to 32 ms with an

average of 17.9 ± 4.0 ms, the error being one standard

deviation (see a histogram in Fig. 10b). Average rise times

for data at loading rates of 1.0 and 10 mm/s and for data at

100 mm/s are 18.0 ± 4.1 and 15.8 ± 1.7 ms, respectively

(light- and dark-gray columns in Fig. 10b). Thus, the rise

time of abrupt slip seems to be about the same for all slip

rates, as recognized in previous studies (e.g., Ohnaka 1973,

1978; Johnson and Scholz 1976; Shimamoto et al. 1980).

Upon a closer look, however, the frequency histogram of

the rise time for slip rates of 1 and 10 mm/s has a large

peak at 17 ms and a small peak at 24 ms (Fig. 10b). We

argue later that this small peak is likely to be artificial due

to the oscillation of the axial load following large force

drops.

Linear relationships between DF and Dd or between Ds
and Dd and a nearly constant rise time (Fig. 10) should

lead to linear relationships between an average velocity Vav

during slip event and DF or Ds, as recognized previously

(Johnson and Scholz 1976; Ohnaka 1978; Shimamoto et al.

1980). However, the rise time of stick–slip tr was some-

what variable from one run to another run, and we plotted

the results on Vav, DF or Ds, Dd, and tr for a slip rate of

1 mm/s in Fig. 11a–c and for slip rates of 10 and 100 mm/s

in Fig. 11d–f. The average slip rate Vav for an individual

event was determined as Dd divided by the stick–slip rise

time tr, and Vav was plotted against DF or Ds in Fig. 11a, d.

The slope of Vav–DF relationship appears to be slightly

larger in a run LB0-014 than in LB0-015 (open and filled

squares in Fig. 11a, respectively). An average rise time was

17.8 ± 8.6 and 22.2 ± 3.9 ms for LB01-014 and LB01-

015, respectively (Fig. 11b). The relationship between

DF and Dd in Fig. 10a and those tr values give Vav = Dd/

tr = 4.89 9 10-7 (m/sN) DF—0.003 (m/s) for LB01-014

and Vav = 3.92 9 10-7 (m/N) DF—0.003 (m/s) for LB01-

015. These are plotted as two solid lines in Fig. 11a, with

reasonable agreement with the data. Thus, the difference in

the Vav–DF relationships between the two runs is due

mainly to the difference in tr (Fig. 11b). Most stick–slip

events in LB01-014 have DF smaller than 2 9 105 N and tr
of 15–20 ms (light-gray circles in Fig. 11c), whereas

DF ranges up to about 7 9 105 N and tr appear to have

bimodal values of around 17 and 25 ms when DF becomes

greater than about 2 9 105 N (cf. Fig. 11b, c).

Figure 11d exhibits Vav plotted against DF or Ds for slip

rates of 10 and 100 mm/s, revealing two linear relation-

ships for the two slip rates. Stick–slip rise time tr at a slip

rate of 10 mm/s has an average of 18.6 ± 4.0 ms, but it has

a bimodal distribution with a large peak at 17 ms and a

small peak at 24 ms (Fig. 11e). The rise time tr over 21 ms

was recognized when DF was greater than about 105 N

(Fig. 11f), and this shows a similar trend to the one rec-

ognized at a slip rate of 1 mm/s (Fig. 11c). The tr of

18.6 ms and the DF–Dd relationship for slip rates of 1 and

Fig. 9 Displacement–time records in a the X (slip-parallel), b the

Y (fault-parallel and slip-normal), and c the Z (fault-normal)

directions during a stick-period in a run LB01-015, just after an

abrupt slip at J in Fig. 7a. The figures exhibit close-ups of the records

in Fig. 8c, e and g (see J and K to correlate the two records). The

displacement in a is shown in a unit of meter to correlate the location

of slip event in Fig. 4a, whereas Y and Z displacements are shown in

millimeters to indicate the amplitudes of oscillations
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10 mm/s in Fig. 10a yield Vav = 4.68 9 10-7 (m/sN)

DF—0.003 [m/s] for a slip rate of 10 mm/s which agrees

reasonably well with the experimental data (lower line in

Fig. 11d). On the other hand, tr has an average of

15.8 ± 1.7 ms for a slip rate of 100 mm/s and does not

have a bimodal distribution (Fig. 11e, f). This tr value and

the DF–Dd relationship for a slip rates of 100 mm/s in

Fig. 10a give Vav = 6.03 9 10-7 (m/sN) DF ? 0.059

(m/s), again in good agreement with the experimental data

(upper line in Fig. 11d). Thus, the average slip rate Vav

during stick–slip is linearly proportional to the force drop

DF or the shear stress drop Ds, although the relationship

somewhat varies due to variation of tr. We discuss later

about the variation of tr, whether it is real or not.

5 Discussion

5.1 General stick–slip behaviors

This paper reports preliminary results from a series of

initial tests at loading rates of 1.0, 10, and 100 mm/s, at

normal stresses to 1.32 MP, and with displacements of

about 0.39 m, using a pair of ground specimens of Indian

gabbro. Violent stick–slip events occurred in most ex-

periments with shear force drops reaching 8 9 105 N. The

overall stick–slip behaviors observed in our experiments

exhibited the same features as recognized previously, i.e.,

nearly constant rise time of slip events or a constant du-

ration of slip event (17.7 ms, Fig. 10b), and a linear rela-

tionship between the average velocity and shear force drop

or shear stress drop (Fig. 11a, c; cf. Ohnaka 1973, 1978;

Johnson and Scholz 1976; Shimamoto et al. 1980). Fre-

quent stick–slip events must have been caused by rather

soft loading system with stiffness of 1.15 9 108 N/m

(153 MPa/m for our specimens), a value determined from a

force drop DF and an amount of slip Dd during stick–slip

events at loading rates of 1.0 and 10 mm/s (Fig. 10a). This

stiffness is much smaller than the stiffness of a large-scale

biaxial friction apparatus at the U. S. Geological Survey

(2.6 9 109 N/m or 3.3 GPa/m; Lockner and Okubo 1983),

and this is a reason for the occurrence of violent stick–slip

in our experiments. Some events were so large that the

shear stress went on to show negative values (Fig. 4) due to

overshooting. Such overshooting of slip was suggested to

have occurred during the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake,

resulting in the inversion from compressive stress before

the earthquake to the tensile stress field over wide areas in

Fig. 10 a Force drop DF (left vertical axis) or shear stress drop Ds (right vertical axis) plotted against the change in displacement Dd on the

horizontal axis during 1,696 stick–slip events at normal stresses of 0.67–1.32 MPa and at loading rates of 1.0–100 mm/s (see symbols and run

numbers in the diagram). Filled and open circles are for data at a loading rate of 100 mm/s (number of data is 27), and other symbols are for

loading rates of 1.0 and 10 mm/s (number of data is 1,669). Data of those two groups are fit with solid lines by the least squares method (R is the

correlation coefficient). b Frequency histogram of stick–slip rise times for the stick–slip events plotted in (a). Dark-gray bars are for a loading

rate of 100 mm/s, and light-gray bars are for loading rates of 1.0 and 10 mm/s; their averages are given in the figure. All stick–slip events were

determined by taking the points of the maximum and minimum shear stresses as the onset and stop of stick–slip events using Matlab software.

Data for which an axial force dropped below 32 kN were excluded from this figure (see text for the reasons)
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subduction zone after the earthquake (e.g., Ide et al. 2011;

Sibson 2013).

We conducted a simple analysis of a spring–slider block

model with one degree of freedom assuming a constant

static friction coefficient ls (= 0.8) and a constant kinetic

friction coefficient lk in Appendix 1 (ls was assumed to

drop instantly to lk upon the initiation of slip). The over-

shooting of the shear stress to a negative value begins to

occur when lk is less than 0.4 and the overall stick–slip

behaviors in Fig. 4c are similar to such a behavior. Thus, ls

must have dropped to slightly less than half of ls in violent

stick–slip events in our experiments. Oscillatory slip with

Fig. 11 Average velocity Vav during slip portions of stick slip events (the same events as those in the previous figure), plotted against the shear

force drop (lower horizontal axis) or shear stress drop (upper horizontal axis) for the loading rated a of 1 mm/s and d of 10 and 100 mm/s.

Frequency histograms of stick–slip rise time are shown for the loading rates b of 1 mm/s and e of 10 and 100 mm/s. Shear force drop DF is

plotted against the rise time of stick–slip events for the loading rates c of 1 mm/s and f of 10 and 110 mm/s. The solid lines are the prediction

from the relationships between DF and Dd in Fig. 10a and constant rise times given in b, e of this figure
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Coulomb damping begins to occur for lk \ 0.8/3, but such

slip oscillations did not occur in our experiments.

The stick–slip amplitude appears to increase with the

increasing loading rate from 1 to 100 mm/s, as seen from

the results in Fig. 4. This is an opposite trend from that

recognized in previous experiments (e.g., Teufel and Logan

1978, Fig. 5). In our experiments, however, the same

specimens were used repeatedly, and damage accumulated

on the sliding surface with the increasing number of ex-

periments (Fig. 5a, c). Gouge was removed after each run,

but the amount of generated gouge during each run was

different from one run to another. Thus, the effects of

loading rate and the damage/gouge accumulation cannot be

separated in our experiments. The conspicuous abrasive

grooves in Fig. 5 are similar to the wear grooves associated

with stick–slip, described in Engelder (1974). He reported

that the grooves were carrot shaped, and their lengths

rarely exceeded the amount of slip during stick–slip, but

the grooves were much longer than the amount of abrupt

slip in our experiments. The wear grooves will be described

in more detail elsewhere, along with the partition of fric-

tional work in the gouge generation.

The observed stick–slip behaviors are complex, and we

now consider how the friction apparatus behaved during

stick–slip. The velocity fluctuated during and following slip

events (Fig. 6b, d, f), and small oscillatory fault motion oc-

curred during the loading or the so-called stick periods of

stick–slip events (Fig. 7). Initially, we interpreted the de-

caying oscillatory motion during the stick periods as derived

from oscillatory fault motion due to the oscillatory move-

ment of the very heavy shaking table with low stiffness and

huge mass (Mst = 1.8 9 105 kg). However, Nick Beeler

(personal communication) pointed out that such a Coulomb

damping could not occur unless a shear stress dropped to the

negative side by a large amount and suggested that the

oscillations in the displacement records might have come

from vibration of the sensor holder. We measured the char-

acteristic frequencies of the target bar of the displacement

transducers and confirmed that the decaying oscillations

during the stick-periods in Fig. 8 are due primarily to the

oscillations of the target bar, although the oscillation in the

X direction (or sliding direction) is more complex than the

simple oscillation of the target bar (Appendix 2).

5.2 Behavior of the friction apparatus during stick–slip

Measuring only relative displacement between the two

specimens is not enough to understand the behaviors of

both stationary side with upper specimen and the shaking

table with lower specimen. Thus, we refer to a supple-

mentary experiment that measured the relative displace-

ment d at a different position with reduced vibration

problem of the target bar, a displacement of the shaking

table l, and the accelerations of the upper and lower spe-

cimens, a1 and a2, with two accelerometers (Fig. 12a;

LB01-127, slip rate v = 0.1 mm/s, normal stress

rn = 1.3 MPa; to be reported elsewhere by Y. Urata and

others). Table 3 of Fukuyama et al. (2014) gave the history

of experiments with the specimens. The laser–displacement

transducer was set to a wooden bar that was fixed to the

lower moving specimen, and its target plate was glued to

the middle part of the upper stationary specimen (see

Fig. 12a for their positions). Integrations of a1 and a2 twice

yield displacements of the upper and lower blocks u1 and

u2, respectively. An inset diagram in Fig. 12b exhibits

seven stick–slip events starting from 299 s after the onset

of experiment (time = 0 corresponds to 299 s in the dia-

gram), with vertical axis showing shear force F (black

curve), relative displacement u2 - u1 (pink curve), and

displacement of the shaking table l (green curve). The

displacement u2 - u1 is the same as the displacement

d = d2 - d1 as measured by a laser-displacement trans-

ducer in the X direction (Figs. 2, 3b), but we use different

symbols because u1 and u2 were measured differently.

Figure 12b shows temporal changes in F, d, l, –u1, u2, and

u2 - u1 with different colors as shown in the diagram, for

the sixth stick–slip event marked with a dashed rectangle in

the inset diagram. Note that (u2 - u1) shown by a pink

curve coincides with d in orange curve, but u1 and u2 in red

and blue curves were plotted until the numerical integration

of a1 and a2 was properly done (the numerical integration

error accumulated, and the low-frequency response of the

accelerometers was not sufficient to determine -u1 and u2

beyond those plotted in Fig. 12b).

Shear force F began to drop abruptly at time t of

16.395 s and reached a minimum value in 15 ms as shown

by two dashed black lines in Fig. 12b. This time interval is

plotted as the stick–slip rise time in Fig. 10b. The move-

ment of the upper specimen stopped in 11.8 ms after the

onset of shear-force drop (red curve), after which -u1

decreased by 0.033 mm when F reached minimum (u1 is

defined positive leftward, and a decrease in (-u1) corre-

sponds to the movement of the upper block in the loading

direction). During the same period, the displacement of the

lower specimen u2 increased by 0.037 mm (blue curve),

slightly larger than the drop in (-u1), and the relative

displacement (u2 - u1) slightly increased as shown by the

pink curve. However, this much of difference between -u1

and u2 can be due to the cumulative integration errors of a1

and a2. At about the same time, fault displacement

d stopped increasing (orange curve) at around 11.8 ms, but

it is unclear where exactly the fault motion stopped due to

the oscillation in the d record (the oscillation was reduced

with the new target plate, but was not eliminated com-

pletely). Thus, the time for the complete stop of fault

motion could not be determined accurately from the current
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data. However, the movement of the upper block was re-

versed sharply at 11.8 ms from the onset of shear-force

drop and after this point, the upper and lower specimens

moved in the same direction by almost the same amounts

as shown by -u1 and u2 curves. We thus consider that the

11.8 ms is the most likely time for the stop of the fault

motion. Our stiffness data in Fig. 10 can be improved by

conducting similar experiments as those shown in Fig. 12.

An interesting result is that a rapid movement of the

shaking table started in about 12 ms after the onset of

shear-force drop (green curve in Fig. 12b) and increased

for 50–70 ms. The onset and stop of this rapid movement

of the shaking table could not be determined clearly, but

the displacement during or following an abrupt slip is seen

as small steps in l–t record (green curve in the inset dia-

gram of Fig. 12b). This displacement of the shaking table,

which is in the loading direction, increased the shear force

because the fault was already locked. This process corre-

sponds to an increase in the shear force F from J to K in

Fig. 8a, b. There are oscillations in l causing oscillations in

F in Fig. 12b, and similar oscillations in F can be recog-

nized in Fig. 8b as well.

The result in Fig. 12b gives an insight on the cause of

the bimodal distribution of the stick–slip rise time tr in

Figs. 10b, 11b and e. We determined the stop of abrupt slip

during stick–slip from the point of minimum shear force

F or minimum shear stress s (e.g., dashed vertical line on

the right side after 15 ms since the onset of slip in

Fig. 12 a Configuration of sensors during a supplementary experiment LB01-127 at a slip rate of 0.1 mm/s and a normal stress of 1.3 MPa. The

position of the laser-displacement transducer was moved to the upper right side as shown by green arrow, two accelerometers were placed on the

upper and lower specimens (a1 and a2), and the displacement of the shaking table with respect to the ground (l) was monitored. b exhibits

changes in shear force F (black), fault displacement d as measured with the laser-displacement transducer (orange), displacement of shaking

table l (green), displacements of the upper and lower specimens, u1 and u2 (red and blue), and the relative displacement (u2 - u1), plotted against

time during a stick–slip event. The inset diagram shows seven events in a similar diagram (time t = 0 corresponds to 299 s from the start of the

experiment; a dashed rectangle indicates the event in the main diagram). u1 and u2 were determined by double integrations of a1 and a2,

respectively
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Fig. 12b). However, the fault motion is likely to have

stopped after 11.8 ms from -u1 record in this case (red

vertical dashed line), as discussed above. Notable oscilla-

tion in F is overlapped on the F versus time record, and this

oscillation probably caused the minimum shear force

slightly after the stop of fault motion. There are 14 oscil-

lations in a time interval of 90 ms after 16.41 s (black

curve in Fig. 12b), and this gives an average duration of

6.4 ms for one oscillation. This is consistent with the time

interval of 7 ms (= 24–17 ms) between the two peaks of tr
in Fig. 10b, strongly suggesting that large values of tr were

due to the effect of oscillation in F. A similar situation is

recognized in an example shown in Fig. 7a. Shear force

F or shear stress s reached local minimums at J0 and M0,
but the real minimums of F and s were achieved at J and

M which were taken as the stops of abrupt slip. In view of

the results in Fig. 12b, however, J0 and M0 are probably

close to the stop of fault motion. Thus, the data on tr in

Figs. 10b, 11b and e are not reliable, and tr should be de-

termined based on the improved measurements of fault

displacement d and on the measurements of acceleration

-u1 of the stationary block in the future. The displacement

d, used to determine Dd in Fig. 10a, remains about the

same after 11.8 ms since the onset of slip, although

d oscillates for several tens of ms (the orange curve in

Fig. 12b). However, DF would have been overestimated

slightly by taking the minimum point of F as the stop of

fault motion, owing to the overlapped oscillation in F, and

hence the stiffness k (= DF/Dd) determined from the data

in Fig. 10a might have been overestimated slightly as well.

The supplementary experimental data in Fig. 12 clearly

demonstrated that the behaviors of different parts of the

apparatus behaved differently, and we now consider the

apparatus behaviors in more detail. The mass is distributed

in the stationary sides of the apparatus (parts 2–4, 7, 12,

and 13 in Fig. 1), and we estimate an effective mass of the

stationary side (Meff) following the procedures by Shi-

mamoto et al. (1980, Eq. (20)):

Meff ¼
Xn

i¼1

mi

3

� � km1

ki

� �2

þ
Xn

i¼2

mj

km1

ki�1

� �
km1

ki

� �
ð3Þ

where the number of parts n is 8. We renumbered those

parts and gave stiffness ki and mass mi of part i in Table 1,

and the stiffness values give the bulk stiffness of the

stationary side km1 of 0.159 GN/m. Shortening or

elongation of part i is given by (km1/ki)d1 assuming

uniform force distribution, where d1 is the displacement

of the stationary side (Fig. 3b). Then the effective mass of

part i during its dynamic deformation is given by (mi/

3)(km1/ki)
2 (the first term in Eq. (3); Table 1, sixth column).

We did not include the dynamic deformation of the upper

specimen, and its stiffness is set to infinite in Table 1. On

the other hand, displacement of each part has to be

evaluated to estimate an effective mass of part i during its

rigid-body transformation. The displacement at the bottom

of the reaction force base is set to zero, and the

displacement at the right end of part i is given by a sum

of shortening of parts 1 to i (footnote of Table 1). Then the

effective mass of the rigid-body transformation is given by

the second term in Eq. (3) (Table 1, the seventh column in

Table 1; part 1 is fixed, and its effective mass is zero). Note

also that a displacement of each part reduces, and its

effective mass becomes smaller than the real mass toward

the fixed end. Thus, the total effective mass of the

stationary side Meff becomes 1,689 kg if a uniform force

distribution is assumed. The rise time of stick–slip of the

stationary side (tm1
r ) is given by

tr
m1 ¼ p Meff=kml

� �1=2 ð4Þ

if constant static and kinetic friction coefficients, ls and lk,

are assumed and if the friction coefficient l is assumed to

drop instantly from ls to lk upon the onset of slip [see Eq. (5)

in Appendix 1]. Using Eq. (4), the above Meff and km1 values

give 10.2 ms for the rise time, and this is in reasonable

agreement with the duration of movement of the upper

specimen (11.8 ms; see red curve in Fig. 12b). The rise time

of abrupt slip becomes longer when l does not drop instantly

to lk as in the cases of real faults (e.g., Dieterich 1978), but

simple analyses with constant ls and lk are useful to consider

the overall system behaviors as first approximations.

A similar analysis with a mass of the shaking table

(Mst = 1.8 9 105 kg) and a stiffness of the lower part of the

system (km20 ¼ kstkm2=ðkst þ km2Þ = 4.16 9 108 N/m, see

Sect. 4) gives the rise time of 65 ms for the motion of the

shaking table using Eq. (4). The displacement record of the

shaking table indicates that the shaking table moved for

40–50 ms (green curve in Fig. 12b) which is of the same

order as those estimates. Those calculations and the result in

Fig. 12b raise an important question on the meaning of the

data on DF/Dd in Fig. 10a. Our interpretations in Sect. 4

were that the slope of DF versus Dd relationship gives the

stiffness of the whole system k and that this k and km1 values,

used above, give the stiffness of 4.16 9 108 N/m (555 MPa/

m) for the lower part (km2 and kst connected in series;

Fig. 3b). However, if the shaking table did not move much

before the fault motion stopped at around the minimum shear

force (Fig. 12b), the stiffness given by DF/Dd does not in-

clude the stiffness of the shaking table kst (Fig. 3b). Then the

stiffness km2 (4.16 9 108 N/m) is more likely to give a

stiffness of km2. The mass of the lower specimen

(1.6 9 103 kg) and this stiffness give a rise time of 6 ms. The

displacement of the lower specimen u2 exhibits a small peak

at 4.4 ms after the onset of shear-force drop (blue curve and

vertical dashed blue line in Fig. 12b). This is fairly close to
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the above rise time and probably the frame and holders of the

lower specimen reacted immediately following the onset of

slip. Subsequent displacement of the lower specimen may be

due to the elastic deformation of the part of the shaking table

and the displacement of the shaking table itself. A complex

shape of u2 record (blue curve in Fig. 12b) should reflect a

complex behavior of the loading side with the shaking table

and actuators, and should be analyzed in the future, by de-

termining the stiffness of mass of each part.

The overall shape of the shear force F versus time

t curve from a period of 16.41–16.5 s is similar to the shape

of shaking-table displacement l versus t curve in Fig. 12b.

This is natural if the fault is locked at around t = 16.41 s

(vertical dashed red line in Fig. 12b) and the amount of

displacement and an increase in displacement give a

stiffness of about 1.4 9 108 N/s. This is fairly close to the

stiffness (1.15 9 108 N/m) determined from the slope of

DF–Dd line in Fig. 10a, and we conclude that the rapid

increase in F following an abrupt slip (e.g., J–K in Fig. 8a,

b) is due primarily to the delayed movement of the shaking

table. The oscillatory changes in F have frequency of about

150 Hz (14 oscillations in 90 ms) and can be correlated

with the oscillations in l although the latter appears to be

more complex (Fig. 12b). We have not identified the

source(s) of the oscillations yet, but any changes in l can

cause changes in F when the fault is locked.

5.3 A future task for measuring friction along a fault

during stick–slip

The new NIED biaxial apparatus has a merit of producing

high slip rates and a large displacement on a pair of large-

scale specimens by using the shaking table as the loading

device, allowing us to observe dynamic rupture propaga-

tion and even to produce small-scale ruptures confined

within the fault as demonstrated by Fukuyama et al. (2014).

However, in order to study the evolution of friction during

dynamic rupture propagation, it is essential to measure the

shear stress directly along the sliding surface as conducted

by Dieterich (1981b), Okubo and Dieterich (1981, 1984),

Lockner and Okubo (1983), Ohnaka et al. (1987), and

Beeler et al. (2012). The shear force gauge between the

reaction force bar and the upper specimen (12 in Fig. 1c,

FG in Fig. 3b) cannot separate the axial forces due to the

friction along the sliding surface and dynamic forces to

accelerate or decelerate machine elements and the upper

specimen. The situation is similar to a spring–slider block

system in Fig. 13a. The shear stress as calculated from the

restoring force in the spring divided by the fault area is

used to determine the shear stress/normal stress ratio s/r in

Fig. 13 which varies sinusoidally, and yet the real friction

along the fault during slip is constant with lk. The situation

is exactly the same as calculating the friction coefficient l
from the axial force records such as those in Fig. 4.

There are two ways to determine the friction along the

simulated faults during stick–slip. One is to measure the

friction directly, for instance, by using strain gauges

bonded on the specimens. The other way is to restore

frictional properties from observed stick–slip behaviors by

modeling of the system behavior with assumed form of

friction law(s). Slight deviations in behaviors from the si-

nusoidal behaviors for constant ls and lk (Fig. 13) are the

source of information to determine the frictional properties,

in the case of a simple spring–slider block system with one

degree of freedom in Fig. 13a. It should be kept in mind

that a real friction apparatus is more complex and the

frictional properties cannot be restored unless the apparatus

behaviors are understood properly, and this is the main

reason why we conducted the present study. The behavior

of the stationary side may be close to that of a spring–slider

block system if the kinetic friction coefficient is constant,

as discussed in the previous subsection. However, if fric-

tion depends on slip and slip-rate as in the case of rate-and-

state friction (e.g., Dieterich 1979, 1981a), then the be-

havior of the loading side affects the fault motion, and the

loading side cannot be separated from the analysis. The

behavior of this side is more complex because of the huge

mass of the shaking table as revealed by the slip histories of

the lower moving specimen and the shaking table

(Fig. 12b). We conventionally separated two springs km2

and kst for this side in Fig. 3b, but we could not fully model

the behavior of the moving side yet in this paper. Full

understanding of the elastic and inertial properties of the

loading side will be a key to restore the frictional properties

accurately from the observed stick–slip.

6 Conclusions

This paper reports the stiffness of the first generation of

the large-scale biaxial friction apparatus installed to NIED

in 2012, based on the stick–slip behaviors of Indian

gabbro. We conducted seven experiments at loading rates

of 1.0, 10, and 100 mm/s and at normal stresses of

0.66–0.67 and 1.31–1.32 MPa, using the same set of

specimens (Fig. 5). Stick–slip occurred in all tests, and

some violent events were accompanied by overshooting

of the shear stress to negative values. The friction coef-

ficient at the onset of abrupt slip was about 0.8 near the

peak friction and it decreased toward a steady-state fric-

tion coefficient of about 0.6 (the same level as the By-

erlee friction) in about two-thirds of the runs. The

stiffness of the apparatus was estimated at 1.15 9 108 N/

m (153 MPa/m) from the force drop and the amount of

slip during stick–slip events (Fig. 10a). As recognized for
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other apparatuses, abrupt slip during stick–slip occurred in

nearly a constant period of time of about 18 ms

(Fig. 10b), resulting in a linear relationship between an

average slip rate during the abrupt slip and a shear force

or shear stress drop (Fig. 11). The determination of the

stick–slip rise time should be improved based on refined

measurements of fault displacements and accelerations of

the specimens. We used the acceleration data of the upper

and lower specimens as well as the displacement of the

shaking table obtained from a supplementary experiment

(Fukuyama et al. 2014). The result indicates that the

stationary side of the apparatus and parts of the moving

side fixed to the shaking table dynamically moved in

about 15 ms during stick–slip, and the above stiffness

value is likely to give a combined stiffness of the sta-

tionary side and the holding parts of the moving speci-

men. The movement of the shaking table is delayed and is

much slower that the other parts close to the specimens,

and it caused a rapid increase in the shear stress following

an abrupt slip. Direct measurement of shear stress along

the simulated fault is a task left for the future to study the

changes in friction during stick–slip.

Fig. 13 Coulomb damping of the spring–slider block system shown in a with a stiffness K of 1.59 9 108 N/m and mass M of 1.69 9 103 kg,

using their values of the stationary side in Table 1. The static friction coefficient ls of 0.8 was assumed to solve changes in shear stress/normal

stress s/r for a kinetic friction coefficient lk (assumed constant) of b 0.5, c 0.3, d 0.2 and e 0.05
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Appendix 1: Stick–slip of a simple spring–slider block

system

We conducted an analysis of the behavior of a simple

spring–slider block system shown in Fig. 13, to compare

the behaviors of the system and our biaxial apparatus. We

use an effective mass (1.69 9 103 kg) and an effective

stiffness (1.59 9 108 N/m) of the stationary side as the

mass M and the stiffness k (see Table 1 for the values). We

selected the stationary side for the analysis since this side is

close to a spring–mass system, as discussed in Sects. 5 and

6. We also assume that the static and kinetic friction co-

efficients, ls and lk, are constant and that ls drops instantly

to lk upon the onset of slip. Displacement x (taken positive

leftward) is set to be zero at the neutral position, and the

block is under a normal stress of r over the sliding surface.

The fault slip begins to occur when shear stress s nor-

malized with respect to the normal stress r reaches ls, and

after this, the kinetic friction lk act against the movement.

Note that the shear stress s is a spring force divided by the

fault area and s does not give the shear stress along the

fault during dynamic fault motions. Solutions to the be-

havior of the system can be found in most textbooks on

mechanical vibration (e.g., Steidel 1979); see also Jaeger

and Cook (1979) and Jaeger et al. (2007) for a simple

analysis of stick-slip with the same system). By solving an

equation of motion, x is found to decrease as a cosine

function with time, and the shear stress s can be calculated

by Kx/A where is A is fault area (0.75 m2). Then the stress/

normal stress s/r is given by

s=r ¼ ðls � lkÞcos xntð Þ þ lk ð5Þ

where the angular velocity xn is (K/M)1/2. The fault motion

stops when xn � t = p, and the stick–slip rise time tr or

duration of slip is given by p/xn = 10.2 ms.

Figure 13b, c gives two examples of fault motion for lk

of 0.5 and 0.3, respectively, with ls = 0.8 in both cases.

From Eq. (5), shear stress/normal stress (s/r)1 at the stop of

fault motion is given by (2lk - ls), and lk is the midpoint

between ls and (s/r)1. This is an important characteristic of

stick–slip with constant values of ls and lk. Overshooting

of slip to negative value of (s/r)1 occurs when lk \ls/2 as

in the case of Fig. 13c where fault motion stops at that

point because (s/r)1 [ - lk. However, back slip can occur

if (s/r)1 \ -lk as seen in an example in Fig. 13d with

lk = 0.2. The change in s/r for the back slip is given by

the following equation for the time range given by

xn � t = p to 2p:

s=r ¼ ðls � 3lkÞcos xntð Þ � lk ð6Þ

Note that s/r changes from (s/r)1 = (2lk - ls) to (s/

r)2 = (ls - 4lk) and again (-lk) is the midpoint between

the two. In an example of Fig. 13d, lk [ (s/r)2 [ - lk

and fault motion stops there. When lk = 0.05, oscillation

occurs four times with a decrease in its amplitude by 0.2 at

each oscillation (linear decrease in the amplitude with the

increasing number of oscillations). This is called ‘‘Cou-

lomb damping’’ (e.g., Steidel 1979).

Stick–slip behaviors we observed in Fig. 4 are similar to

those in Fig. 13b, c, but back slips such as those in

Fig. 13d, e did not occur in our experiments. Thus, the

continued oscillation following an abrupt slip in Fig. 7a, c

cannot be due to the oscillatory fault motion.

Appendix 2: Oscillation of the target bar

of the displacement transducers

Large oscillations in the Y and Z directions (Fig. 8e, g)

suggest the oscillations of the holders of the displacement

transducers and their target bar as the primary cause of

the oscillations in the displacement record during stick

periods (Fig. 7). To confirm this, we hit the target bar

(Fig. 2a) with a hammer and recorded displacements in

the X, Y, and Z directions (Fig. 14). The oscillations that

decay in a few to several seconds were recorded with the

maximum amplitudes and the most dominant frequencies,

respectively, of 0.77 mm and 40.5 Hz in the X direction;

1.64 mm and 40.5 Hz in the Y direction; and 0.23 mm

and 53.9 Hz in the Z direction. The patterns of oscilla-

tions are not the same in finer details between the oscil-

lation following the abrupt slips (Fig. 8) and that due to

hitting the target with a hammer (Fig. 14), but the de-

caying portions and characteristic frequencies are quite
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similar between them. We also hit the holder of the dis-

placement transducers (Fig. 2a) with a hammer (records

not shown here), but the amplitudes of oscillation and the

most dominant frequencies in the Y and Z directions were

0.14 mm and 77 Hz, and 0.021 mm and 79 Hz, respec-

tively. There was almost no decaying oscillation in the

X direction. Therefore, the oscillation due to hitting the

transducer holder is much smaller than that caused by

hitting the target bar, and the dominant frequency is

different from those in Fig. 8. We thus conclude that the

continued oscillation during the stick periods of stick–slip

in Fig. 7, 8 and 9 was caused primarily by the oscillation

of the target bar due to force drops as large as 105–106 N.

The target bar was bolted to the metallic end-plate of the

upper specimen using a pair of bolts of the same type as

those in the lower middle part of Fig. 2a. Obviously, the

connection of the target bar to the plate was not strong

enough to prevent its oscillations. Slight differences in the

dominant frequencies between Figs. 8 and 14 are prob-

ably caused by how strong the bolts were tightened. A

dramatic improvement in displacement measurements is

being achieved now after the present study by means of

an end of specimen as a target.
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